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1. May one fax a letter or send an Email to Eretz Yisroel on
Friday afternoon after Shabbos has already begun in Eretz
Yisroel?

Rav Belsky said that Rav Elyashiv has ruled that this is permitted
because it is Friday for the person sending the fax or the Email.
There is nothing wrong with causing the fax machine or com-
puter server in Eretz Yisroel to “perform melacha” because there
is no obligation that our machines “rest” on Shabbos (i.e. we are
not metzuveh on shvisas keilim—see Shulchan Aruch O.C.
246:1). See a similar ruling in Shmiras Shabbos K’hilchaso 31:26.

2. Assuming the answer to question #1 is yes, may one fax letters
to a non-Jewish European or Asian company on Friday after-
noon if upon reading the fax they will perform melacha
immediately (i.e. during the time when it is Shabbos for
them but Friday in New York)?  For example:

a. The company is not producing a certain product because
they are waiting for approval of an ingredient and we know
that as soon as we fax them the approval they will begin
production?  What if the (non-Jewish) company was man-
ufacturing products for a Jewish owned distributor?

Rav Belsky said that both of these cases are permitted
because the non-Jew is choosing to perform the melacha
on Shabbos rather than after Shabbos and it is considered
to be ada’tah d’nafshey.

b. The same scenario as Case A but the company itself is
owned by (irreligious) Jews?

Rav Belsky said that in this case it would be forbidden to
send the fax because we would be “helping” the Jew per-
form melacha on Shabbos (misayayah lidvar aveirah).

c. The RC received a psak on Friday that a certain product
must be recalled immediately. Is that melacha being per-
formed for the RC?

Rav Belsky said that in order to save the tzibur from violat-
ing an issur one may tell a non-Jew to perform melachos
d’oraisah and therefore this is permitted—see Mishnah
Berurah 276:25.

d. The RC received a psak that the equipment in the plant
must be kashered. The RC explains that the equipment
must be completely clean by the end of Shabbos (local
time) so that it will be aino ben yomo when Rabbi X comes
to perform the kashering on Sunday night. The company

is cleaning to “satisfy” the Rabbi. The company could
choose to clean on Sunday and not kasher until Monday
night but then they would lose an entire day of production.

Rav Belsky said that the RC should explain that the equip-
ment must be aino ben yomo and what this entails and then
leave it to the company to decide when they want to clean
and kasher. If the company chooses to clean on Shabbos,
that is their own choice and the RC can arrange for a 
mashgiach to kasher on Sunday night. If however, the RC
schedules the mashgiach for Sunday night without consult-
ing the company, then the company is cleaning on Shabbos
is to satisfy the RC and this would be forbidden. It is 
worthwhile to reiterate the point that the mashgiach and RC
must visit the plant 24 hours before the kashering or devise
another method of ascertaining that the equipment is aino
ben yomo before hag’alah begins.

Rav Schachter responded as follows:
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Rav Schachter added the following in January 2005:

Rav Belsky commented as follows:

Rav Schachter responded as follows:

1 Note: Rav Schachter is referring to the “delayed send” feature in Microsoft
Outlook which can be used as follows (as per http://support.microsoft.com/
?kbid=196072):

1. In your open message, click the Options button on the toolbar. 

2. Under Delivery Options, click to select the “Do not deliver before” 
checkbox.

3. In the “Do not deliver before” box type a date and time or display the 
calendar and click to select a date. If you want to use a date months in the
future, click the arrow to the right of the month name in the calendar
heading and repeatedly click until the month you want appears.

CONDOLENCES TO...
RABBI MORDECHAI LEVIN, Executive Director of
Kashrus Council of Canada (COR), AND HIS WIFE and
family on the recent tragic loss of their son, Nesanel. 

our dedicated RC RABBI ELIYAHU FERRELL AND FAM-
ILY on the recent loss of his father Mr. Bernie (Beryl) Ferrell
in Safety Harbor, FL.
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KASHRUTH alert!
Some boxes of SPRING VALLEY PASSOVER POTATO
BLINTZES produced by MilMar Food Group, Goshen, NY may
actually contain Passover Cheese Blintzes. Please check your box
of Potato Blintzes for a date code of 0825 MMR 0101 (located in
a white area on the back of the box). If this date code appears on
the box, it may contain Cheese Blintzes. 

Due to technical issues, drums of WHITE GRAPE JUICE
CONCENTRATE produced by Mundo Organico, Mendoza,
Argentina bearing seals 0030321-0030342 and 0030344-
0030458 do not meet  kosher standards. These drum numbers
were included on a letter of certification dated April 4, 2005. This
letter was amended and replaced by a letter dated May 3, 2005. All
other drums with seals are certified.

The label of EL BURRITO MERCADO PORK FLAVORED
TAMALES produced by El Burrito Mercado Products, Ltd., St.
Paul, MN had been printed with an unauthorized symbol. It
was to have been restricted from sale, yet a few packages were
inadvertently sold in Super Target stores in North Carolina. The
product has been withdrawn from the marketplace. 
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Position Available, Executive Director for Va’ad HaRabanim of Greater
Seattle. For more information contact Rabbi Aharon J. Brun-Kestler,

Executive Director at 206-760-0805 or rabbiabk@seattlevaad.org.


